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A Purely TMT-centric perspective
But generally applicable to ALL ELTs
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TMT	resolution	at	1µm	is	7	mas
7	mas	=	200m	at	5Mkm,	25	km	at	5	AU	(Jupiter)

0.035	AU	at	5	pc	(nearby	stars)	,	0.034	pc	at	1	Mpc,	300	pc	at	z~2.5
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TMT Instrument ‘Road Map’
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TMT Instrument ‘Road Map’

texp=4500s,	S/N=150	per	element,	R=3500	V=20
~2.3	mag	fainter	than	MSE

texp=900s,	S/N=10	per	channel,	R=4000	H=25.8
~9	mag	fainter	than	MSE	@~11mas
texp=3600s, S/N=100	imaging	H=26.2
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Capabilities that TMT, GMT and ELT 
will provide 

Greater depth at similar wavelengths (WFOS)
Higher spectral resolution (TMT - HROS, MODHIS, MICHI)

Very modest MOS at near-IR and optical
Fine spatial resolution

NIR overlap with MSE moderate resolution wavelength coverage 1457nm-1780nm 
(TMT Facility AO system)
High precision astrometry (~50 𝞵as at brightness much lower than GAIA)

Deep coverage at other wavelengths
Deep narrowband imaging and IFUs

Synergistic science is about context
MSE will provide consistent data sets of huge numbers of targets

Repeated visits for time domain
ELTs will provide intensive observations of a smaller number of targets, 
sometimes extending the depth compared to MSE, sometimes different 
forms of observations to study different aspects

WFOS and HROS science studies starting within weeks
Look for notices
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Metal poor stars, faint stars, stellar 
populations/formation, exoplanets, nucleosynthesis, etc.

Exoplanet RV, phase resolved and transit studies with 
R~100,000 optical and Near-IR spectrographs

Atmospheric characterization and mass/density
Low temperature Brown Dwarf (exoplanet surrogates) time 
resolved spectroscopy for several tens Pc
Diffraction limited observations of resolved stellar populations 
to several hundred Pc down to H-burning limit

CMDs in different environments (OCs, GCs, DGs)
e.g. Near-IR IFU spectroscopy of resolved stellar populations in nearby clusters

High spectral resolution of unresolved Local Group GCs
Mapping of protoplanetary disks
Measuring very weak lines of UMP stars in the MW bulge

Stellar 3d kinematics vs metallicity
Individual stars in MW stellar streams (+ dark matter studies)
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Dark Matter, Galaxies, Quasars, 
Cosmology

3d kinematics, chemical abundances and stellar populations in Milky Way 
dwarf galaxies, stellar streams

Cusp/core problems, gravitational potential of the Milky Way
ELTs can spatially resolve the scale of cusps/cores with NIR-AO

Testing Hierarchical Formation
Low surface brightness vs ultra-compact DGs and baryonic/dark matter mass ratio 
vs mass through the Local Group

LSST will find low brightness DGs
Inflation and weak gravitational lensing using AO imaging and internal 
velocities of galaxies to break degeneracy
Strong gravitational lensing and dark matter substructure

Flux anomalies and substructure of lensed objects
Spatially resolved IFU spectroscopy of z~2-3 galaxies

Star Formation, investigate the causes of quenching
Spatially resolve the dusty torus in AGN

Extend the Mbh-𝞼 relation, SMBH seeds and growth, star formation, 
outflows/AGN feedback, host galaxy properties, reverberation mapping, 
binary SMBHs
Photmetric redshift training sets – residual systematics and highest redshifts
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CGM/IGM structure, chemistry, motion
SMBH growth, star formation, feedback

Faint galaxies 
are ~200x more 
numerous than 
QSOs
ELTs extend to 
the higher 
redshift 
universe and 
can probe 
smaller spatial 
scales with AO
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Other things to think about to support 
synergistic science

Databases and database supported science
Access policies for key programs/PI led programs
Instrument simulators and pipelines

Synergistic observing programs
Cross-facility coordination

Parallel observing programs
Different programs in the same field

Target selection, integration time/planning tools, access policies
Supporting small programs amongst key programs
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Summary

ELTs will have complimentary capabilities to MSE that 
cover many other ‘dimensions in discovery space’

Exploring other aspects of the astrophysics
It is useful to think at this time about how to implement 
synergistic science with ELTs and MSE
At this time, we don’t have well formed ideas for projects 
that are reliant on both facilities

Plenty of ideas that will improve our broader understanding
But it will become necessary to have both MSE and ELTs once 
we push to the limits!

More instrument information at: https://www.tmt.org
TMT International Science Development Teams


